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"An excellent hands-on book for practitioners eager to document the internal structure and everyday workings of business processes. This clear and practical book belongs on the shelf of everyone dedicated to mapping, maintaining, and streamlining business processes."     —Richard Mark Soley, Phd, Chairman and CEO, OMG
"Eriksson and Penker have not just written another patterns book; this is a significant contribution to the key field of business-IT alignment. While capturing profound academic insights, what makes the book so refreshing from a practitioners viewpoint is the richness of accessible, down-to-earth examples and its pragmatic, unpretentious style."—Paul allen Principal of CBD Strategies and Architectures, Sterling Software     

"UML may have been designed by and for software engineers, but Eriksson and Penker have defined a practical extension to UML for describing business processes. They put this extended UML immediately to use with a gallery of common business patterns that should jump start any BPR effort."—Philippe Krchten, Director of Process Development Rational Software     

"This book is a marriage between proven busin     ess modeling concepts and the techniques of UML. It provides real-world strategies for developing large-scale, mission-critical business systems in a manner accessible to both software and business professionals."—ScottW. Ambler, Author of Process Patterns     

Following up on their bestselling book, UML Toolkit, Hans-Erik Eriksson and Magnus Penker now provide expert guidance on how to use UML to model your business systems. In this informative book, key business modeling concepts are presented, including how to define Business Rules with UMLs Object Constraint Language (OCL) and how to use business models with use cases. The authors then provide 26 valuable Business Patterns along with an e-business case study that utilizes the techniques and patterns discussed in the book.     

Visit our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks/     

       About the Author
   HANS-ERIK ERIKSSON (Sweden) is the founder and Chairman of Open Training, a company that specializes in advanced online learning and e-training solutions. He is a skilled trainer with more than ten years experience in object technology.     

MAGNUS PENKER (Sweden) is the CEO of Open Training and a former senior management consultant with over seven years of training experience in process and object-oriented modeling.       
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Think Like Zuck: The Five Business Secrets of Facebook's Improbably Brilliant CEO Mark ZuckerbergMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	Wall Street Journal Bestseller


	Make Your Mark in the World with the Five Success Principles of the World-Changing Social Media Site


	If Facebook were a country, it would be the third largest in the world.

	Facebook accounts for one of every seven minutes spent online.
...
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Securing PHP Web ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2008
If you’re reading this, we know two things about you: First, you write PHP applications that run online. Second, you’re not a hard-core security guru. In fact, you’re probably holding this book right now because other security books left you with more questions than you started with, or because this is the first time you’ve...
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Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
In the SQL database community, Joe Celko is a well-known columnist and purveyor of valuable insights. In Joe Celko's SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, he picks up where basic SQL training and experience leaves many database professionals and offers tips, techniques, and explanations that help readers extend their capabilities to...
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Big Data SMACK: A Guide to Apache Spark, Mesos, Akka, Cassandra, and KafkaApress, 2016

	Learn how to integrate full-stack open source big data architecture and to choose the correct technologyâ€•Scala/Spark, Mesos, Akka, Cassandra, and Kafkaâ€•in every layer. 


	Big data architecture is becoming a requirement for many different enterprises. So far, however, the focus has largely been on collecting,...
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Python Interviews: Discussions with Python ExpertsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Mike Driscoll takes you on a journey talking to a hall-of-fame list of truly remarkable Python experts. You'll be inspired every time by their passion for the Python language, as they share with you their experiences, contributions, and careers in Python.

	
		Key Features

		
			Hear from these...
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Salesforce.com Secrets of Success: Best Practices for Growth and ProfitabilityPrentice Hall, 2009

	Drive Better Productivity and Increase Saleswith Salesforce.com–Starting Now 


	 


	Discover Real-World Best Practices—Without Paying Expensive Consultants
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